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I. INTRODUCTION 

Objectives 

The original objectives of this investigation were· two. 

It was desired to ascertain bow readily and w1 th w.ha t degree ot 

ce1':'1:.ainty it was possible to analyze the disintegrations (i.e.,· 

•stars" ) produced in a Wilson cloud chamber by high energy bom

barding particles. It was desired to determine the int tia.l ntt• 

claus, the mass .and charge of the resulting .fragments, their 

energies, etc. The second objective was a knowledge of oxygen 

disintegrations, in particular, as a preliminary to the inves

tigation of disintegrations in otr~r ~es. This was because 

OX7gen is inherently present in most cloud chamber work by reason 

of the required presence of water vapor for track production. A 

lmowledge of the characteristics of ox;,vgen disintegrations would 

parmi t the effects of the oxygen present to be corrected for in · 

such studies as those of the angular and energy distributions 

of particles resulting from the disintegrations of other elements. 

Analyses 

· The bombarding particles .. used were 90 Mev neutrons. It 

was found that the degree to which any particular star could b~ 

analyzed depended upon many factors. These will become evident 

in the discussions to follow. In general it may be said that 
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the analyses ha.ve been very incomplete. It bas been found possible 

to make a. complete analysis of only one oxygen star, i.e., to deter-

mine the charge and mass of the particle producing each "prong" or 

track, the number of neutrons eOtlling ott (secondary neutrons), and 

the energy of the neutron initiating the star. The correctness ot 

even this particular a.nalysis is somewhat in doubt. This is not to 

sa:y that useful information has not been obtained nor that with 

better and more caref'ul techniques more successful analyses may 

not be undertaken. 

The particles most readily identifiable a.re those of the 

lower atomic and mass numbers, particularly the hydrogen and helium 

isotopes. The charge of a particle is more easily ascertained than 

its mass. Except under the most favorable and Ulllikely cil'CUllll-

stances it is impossible to determine much about the directions 

and energies of secondary neutrons. The term •secondary4' is used 

here to distinguish between the incident, or prima.ry-1 neutron 

initiating a star and the secondary neutrons emana. ting from the 

star. 

Helium Stars 

P.!lore was actually learned a.bou't1 stars :i.n helium than about 

those in oxygen. (The reasons for the presence of helium in the 

gas mixture concern compromises which bad to be made among sever-

al factors affecting cloud chamber results. These are discussed 

later.) More was learned about stars in helium because the7 are 

fundamentally simpler than oxygen stars. The helium star ms 
-

oDly two electronic ohc;rges and five mass W'J!ts, or nucleons -



including that of the incident neutron - to be accounted for, 

while the oxygen star has eight and seventeen, respecti vel.y. 

Thus the ~elium star can have but two prongs (one for each charge) 

while an oxygen star might conceivably have as ll'I!UlY as eight. (The 

greatest number ot prongs observed in this investigation was f'ive.) 

Conclusions 

It bas been possible to obtain a few general conclusions 

from this study. These follow. 

1. There has been no evidence to disprc:we and some to substantiate 

the view that sJ.l but a. few percent of the kine~c energ of' the 

incident neutron is abcounted for b7 the binding energy of the 

disintegration plus the sum of the star fragment kinetic energies. 

2. In most disintegrations one or more secondar.y neutrons are pres

ent. Nothing oan be said about the number of secondary neutrou 

usual.ly present. There is evidence in a few cases that. no or at 

most one seconda.I7 neutron resulted from the disintegration. 

3. There is no evidence to dispro<ve and a little to substantiate 

the assumption that a disintegration fragment may have any combi• 

nation of charge and mass within the limitations of the charges 

and mass units present ini tial.ly and the fact that it must exist 

long enough (have a long enough half life) to be observed .• 

4. The study of the helium stars yielded strong evidence that a 

significant number of the prongs were deuterons (s2) and possibly 

tritons ( ~) • 

5. There appear to be no special characteristics which would easily-

disting~ish oxygen stars from carbon stars which have been initiated 

by 90 Mev neutrons. 



II. EXPERII4EN'i'AL PROCEDURE 

Neutron Beam 

'i'he stars studied in this investigation were produced in the 

neutron beam of the 184-inch Berkeley cyclotron. The neutrons were 

obtained by bombarding a half-inch beryllium target with deuterons 

accelerated to 190 Mev. The energy distribution of the neutrons in 

the forward direction is given by Serber's stripr.ing theory for deu

terons1 and has been checked experimentally. 2 The theoretical dis

tribution is shown in Figure 1. The peak of the beam intensity oc

curs at an energy of 90 Mev; the width at half peak is about 25 to 

30 Mev~ and the maximum energy is equal to that of the original 

deuterons, or 190 Mev. 

Cloud Chamber and Stereoscopic Camera 

The cloud chwnrAlr used was of the rubber diaphragm type 

(Figure 2). It had a diameter of lo inches, a depth of 6 inches 

-- of which about 3i inches was illuminated, and was placed hori

zontally in a vertical magnetic field of 13,300 gauss produced b.1 

a peak current of 4000 amperes pulsed through a pair of Helmholtz 

coils. The field strength was down 4 percent from the centrQl 

maximum at a radial distance 6 inches from the c~nter of the 

chamber. The collimated neutron beam entered and left the cloud 

chamber through two 1·7/8 inch diameter windows of 5 mil aluminum 

foil which were vertically centered in the chamber w&lls and 

4 



diametrically opposite each other. 

Events occurring in the chamber were reoorcled on Eastman 

Super· XX strip film 1.81 inches wide, using a stereoscopic camera 

(Fit§. 2) having ;: pair of 127 mm Leica lenses set at t:l7. The 

lenses were ~5 inches apart and ~bout 52 inches directly above 

the bl~ck velvet covering the bottom of the cloud chamber. The 

plane containing the lens axes was norrm:U. to the neutron beam di• 

reetion. The camera vm.s without a shutter -- the duration of the 

exposure being governed by the 100 micro-secoDi light flash ob

tained by the discharge at 1700 volts of one of a pair of 256 

micro-f~ condenser be.nks through each of two FT422 General Elec

tric flash tubes. These flash tubes were mounted on opposite sides 

of the cloud chamber in the space between the Helmholtz colla. The 

light from each was directed into the. chamber by a pair of c,-lln- ; 

drioal luoi te lenses in horizontal beo.ms normal to the neutron beam 

direction. 

5 

The cloud chamber cy-Cle of operation was automatic and occupied 

a period of tlfo rninutes. During this time there were two sl0\7 expan

sions in between each fast expansion. The pulsed current for the 

magnetic field was supplied by a mine-sweeper generator driven b7 

a 150 H.P. motor. The field was constant at its peak value for about 

0.15 seconds. The fast expansion of tho chamber occurred during this, 

1ntervnl and the cyclotron was pul.sed near the and of the chamber sen• 

sitiva time. The 400-volt clearing field across the chamber was 

turned off just before the fast expansion. 'l'ur'bulence in the chamber 

was minimized by ll'.eattS of a thermostatically- regulated circulating-
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water cooling system maintained at 19.2° c. 

Ge.e Mixture: 

The gas used in the chamber contained a mixture of OJcy"gen, 

helium and saturated water vapor. Alcohol, although usei'ul because 

it permits a lower expansion ratio, was DDt used rdth the water. It 

was desired to avoid the confusion of. having carbon in addition to 

the oxygen atoms present in the chamber and available for the pro

duction of. stars. Helium was added as a diluent to lower the stop

ping power of the mixture while still maintaining a pressure of about 

half an atmosphere adequate for satisfactory cloud chamber operation. 

Low stopping power was necessaey to fl'l.inimi.se the deviations in track 

curvature arising from multiple scattering, "and to elttend the length 

of short range tracks in order that curvatures might be more accurately 

measured. Hydrogen would have been superior to helium for this purpose 

were it. not for the explosiveness of mixtures of hydrogen and oJQ"gen. 

The co~position of the gas rrdxture in terms of the expanded 

partial pressures at 19.20 C was as followsc oxygen 7.6 em Hg, helium 

26.6 em Hg, and water vapor at 1.4 em Hg. The stopping power K of 

this expanded ll'lixture was calculated to be o.l7 relative to standard 

air. Comparisons of H,.o and rarige for tracks of several particles 

identified by other means verified this :figure to within about ±10%. 

Stereoscopic Projector 

The aotual measurements of direction, radius of curvature, 

. length, etc. of the star tracks were made with the ail! of special 

stereoscopic projector (Fig. 3). With the exception of a 45-degree 



front-surfaced aluminized mirror incorporated for convenience, the 

lenses and geometry of the camera optical system is duplicated in 

this projector. lncluded in the optical path is a '3/4 •inch piece · 

of plate glass intended to compensate for the effects on the opti

cal path of' the '3/4•1neh plate-glass cloud chamber top. 

Western Union arc lamps Type 100 provide brilliant and essen

tially point sources of light which allow the projection lens irises 

to be stopped dow for adequate depth of 'focus. The image ot each 

track, in turn, is reproduced life-size on a coated glass sheet 

(Eastman Recordak Green Translucent Screen Type 75551) • This screen 
. c 

is mounted upon a pedestal which pernJ. ts vertical movement and simul• 

taneous rotation about independent horizontal and vertical axes. The 
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vertical movement corresponds to a similar movement in the cloud cham-

berJ and the rotations correspond to measurements, respectively, of 

dip angle ci. and beam anglej3 • The pedestal, itself, is attached 

to the l1..ead of a drafting machine (Fig. '3) which allows the screen 

to be moved horizontall.y anywhere over the surface of the plate-glass 

proj eo tor top while the beam angie j3 is maintained fixed. 

Alignment of' PhotographS in the Projector 

The determination of the spatial relationship of each track 

with respect to the cloud chamber and neutron beam depends upon first 

placing each pair o:f.' stereoscopic photographs in register such that 

the spatial relationships of' known points in the chamber are cor-

rectly rei:.roduoed on the projector screen. To this end two fiducial 

marks in the form of wire crosses (See key to Pla. te 1) were fastened 

to the velvet-lined bottom of the cloud chamber. They were placed 



exactly 11 inches apart along the general direction of the neutron 

beam. Two 1110re crosses, on either side of the chamber, were providod 

for checking purposes. 

The manner of using the projector is as follows. Place the 

translucent screen in a hori.zontal position and move it verticall,

until its optical distance to the projector lenses is exactly the 

original distance (about 52 inches) between the chamber bottom and 

the camera lenses. Then adjust the focus of each lena separatel,

until the distance between the images of the fiducial narks each 

projects is just 11 inches. Finall,-, bring the two sets ot fidu• 

cial mark images into precise register on the screen. This latter 

adjustment requires moving one of the pair of photographs't with re

spect to the other and is accomplished b7 means of vernier controls 

which allow one photograph to be held fixed whUe the other is moved 

in its focal plane. These independent adjustments are two in recti

linear motion at right angles and one in rota tio~ 

Measurenents Hade with Projector 

Once a pair of photographs is placed in register by' the above 

procedure the original location of an::r point in the cloud chamber 

(e. g., the origin, or center, or a star) which appears in the pho

tographs ma,- be determined by simply' raising or lowering the screen 

and the two separate images ot the point coincide. The orientation 

and dimensions of the track of a charged particle (assuming its ·path 

to be planar) may be ascertained by placing the screen in such a. po

sition that the two images of the track are in register throughout 

their visible length. 

8 



The beam direction with respect to the projector was def'inec:i 

by two marks diametrically drawn on the glass top of the cloud 

chamber. (See key to Plate 1.) Their direction defines that ot 

the neutron beam within -to.S%. This direction is transferred to 

the projector by placing the reference line BB (Fig. J) on the 

translucent screen parallel to these beam .marks and then setting 

the ahgl.e {i measured by the drafting machine protractor at zero. 

The line BB is perpendicular to the line AA whioh ooincides with 

the screen• s horizontal axis of rotation. 

The procedure followed in measuring an individual star track 
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1s to adjust the position of the screen until the two images of the 

origin or the star lie on the axis of rotation AA. Rotate the screen 

in the horizontal plane (beam angle jl) and in the vertical plane 

(dip angle o< ) until the two images or the track are in coincidence 

and the reference line BB is tangent to the track at its origin. Th&; 

track is now reproduced in space in its original size and location. 

Its dip and beam angles may be read directly from the protractors. 

Its radius of ourvaturep 
8 

in the slant plane is determined by' com

paring it to template curves. These templates are transparent plastic 

sheets having a series of arcs of circles scribed upon them. The arcs 

are or known and progressi ve1y increasing radii of curvature. The 

slant plane is the plane of the track, i.e., the plane occupied b,y 

the translucent screen. It is also possible to measure the range ot 

a track which terminates in the illuminated portion of the chamber. 

In addition some tracks have a perceptible change of curvature OTer· 

their visible path. For such tracks a measure of this rate-of-change 

ot curvature is possible by determining the initial curvature, the 
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curvature near the end of the visible range, and the distance between 

these two points of curvature measurements. (Note: In the future it 

is hoped to measure rate-of-change of curvature more accurately and 

in a more direct manner by using templates which h~ve scribed on th~ 

curves of knOlin and uniformly varying curvatures. Thus, a track which 

has a measurable change of curvature will be 6pproximately matched over 

its visible length, or at least over a considerable portion of its 

visible length, by selecting a template curve having not ~mly the 

proper radius at a given point, but also the proper rate-of-change of 

curvature. 

Stereoscopic Viewer 

As an auxiliary aid in star analyses a stereoscopic viewer was 

used. It consists of a light box for illuminating the photographs 

from the back, a holder for the film, and a pair of sim~le lenses with 

suitable adjustments for viewing the photograJ"hs. This viewer was 

used in a preliminary study of eaeh pair of pictures for the purpose 

of determining the number of stars, their approximate locations, number 

of prongs, general direction of prongs, apr~oximate track densitjes, 

etc. 



III. POSSIBILI'fiES AND LDiiiTATIO!qS Of STAR lD&1TIFJCATIOr~S 

By its very nature the cloud chamber offers possibilities 

for obtaining more information concerning stars than does any other 

single ex~eru1ental device. It enables individual events to be ' 

studied, and with the aid of the stereoscopic camera and projector 

lOa 

it permits a reproduction of each track in its original size, shape 

and position. The addition of a magnetic field produces a curvature 

from which sotlle knOTiledge of the momentw and energy of each particle 

may be obtained. 

Available Data 

Tba data available as a basis for analyzing stars in this 

investigation may be divided into three categories. These are; 

(1) general experimental data, 

(2) individual star data, and 

{3) auxiliary data on particle characteristics. 

The general experimental data include a knor•ledge of the follow• 

ings 

(a) the direction and energy distribution of the incident neutron 

beam, 

(b) the orientation and intensity of the clouU. cha.mber.magrietic 

field, and 

(c) the composition and stopping power of the cloud chamber 

gas mixture. 

The individual star data are those measurements and observations 

made on each star itself.~nd include the following information: 
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(a) the number and relative d~si~ of the prongs and 
1 (' f.ll 

(b) the absolute densit~, initial direction, initial radius~ l 
of-curvuture, rate-of-change of radius-of-curvature, and range for 

. each prong. It should be mentioned here that the amount of informa

tion obtainable under (b) above varied widely, depending upon the 

particular circumstances. Perhaps half of it, on the average, was 

obtainable for any particular prong. 

Finally, the auxiliary data on particle characteristics consist 

of information on the mass and charge of the particles which might 

reasonably be expected from these nuclear disintegration*; end of 

curves of energy versus Hf , ~ vereu~ range, and relative ionization 

versus Ht for these particles. r here signifies the radius-of

curvature of a particle moving normal to the cloud chwr,ber magnetic 

field. H is the magnetic field intensity. 

The particles which one might expect to observe were assumed 

to be those appearing on Segre's isotope chart.3 which had an atomic 

number lees than that of oxygen. It was assumed that any other 

possible isotopes would be too unst~ble to exist long enough to be 

observed. 'fhese particles are listed in Table 1. The curves of 

auxiliary particle characteristics used are reproduced in Figures 4, 

5, and 6. Figure 4 relates H f to range in air. The curves for the 

hydrogen and helium isotopes were obtained from data given by 

Livingsto~ and Bethe.4 The rest were derived from the curve for He4. 

The derivation was based on the assumptions that the range R of a 

charged particle is given by R =. (A/z2)r(v2}, and that HI' = const. 

(A/z)v; where A is the mass number, z is the atomic number, v is 

the velocity of the particle, and f(v2) is a function of the velocit.y 
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squared, assumed the same for all particles. 1'hus a point on the 

cm·ve for a pu:rticle cf mans mu11her A uncl atomic number z is obtained 

frOJU a point of the sarJe velocity on the He4 curve by the following 

two equations: 

Hf = (J./z) (2/4) (Hr He~) 

and 

R = (A./z2) (4/4)RHe4 

Figure 5 relates the H f of a proton to its energy. The 

relativistic correction has been applied at high energies. This 

graph is used for other particles by applying the non-relativistic 

equation E = (A/z2)E',where E is the energy of a particle of mass 

number a and atomic number z at an H f for which the energy of a 

proton would be given byE'. 

Finally, Figure 6 relates the relative ionization of the 

lighter particles to their radii of curvature in a magnetic field 

of 1.3,.300 gauss. (This is the field intensity existing in the cloud 

chamber during this investigation.) The relative ionization of 

Figure 6 is numerically equal to the specific energy loss in 103 

electron volts per en. of path length ealcul&.ted for a stopping power 

relative to standard air of 0.12. These curves are based on the 

theoretical formula5 

which is applicable when 

E << (~M/m) • Mc2, 
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where - (dE)/(dx) is the rate of energy loss (specific ionization) of 

an ionizing particle of mass M and charge ze. m is the electronic 

mass, n the number of electrons per unit volume of stopping material, 

c the velocity of light; jJ the ratio of the velocity of the ionizing 

particle to the velocity of light, and I the mean excitation energy ot 

the electrons in the stopping material. Das Gupta. and Ghosi? use a 

value of I for air ot 82.6 ey and obtain an equation for the specific 

ionization of a proton in air. This equation, modified by inclusion 

of the factor z2 to make it applicable to the specific ionisation in 

air of a. par.ticle of atomic number· z, is 

- JI!L_ 2 "&2Jli.. s2 {9.43 + 2la /3 -f/~Lev/om • (1) 
dx f3 t (l-J1'2)t J 

Using j3 as a parameter, Hp was obtained from the relatiOD 

~~p=~ = 3,ll x lD
6-!-~ gaus....,. 

where A is again the atomic number of the ionizing particle. If Hf 

is assumed 1. 33 x 104 gauss then there is obtained for the radius of 

ture 2'2 4-4- . / 1 ( ) curva f = J• z (l-p2)f em. 2 

The equations (1) and (2) are then parametric in /J relating • ~ 

Identification Procedure • General. 

The basis upon which star identifications were made is perhaps 

most rE!adily illustrated by examples. Several are given later in this 

paper. The steps followed in reasoning out the disintegl"'lt;iQn reaation 

producing a star varied, of' course• with the data avtdlable on that par

ticular star and with the accuracy with which this data was obtainable. 
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In general, the identification of as many as possible of the individ:ual 

prongs was first attempted. Failing the complete identification or e.rr:r 

prong, an effort was made to ascertain its charge (atomic number) or at 

least to narrow its probable identity to as few -choices &f possible. 

The further identification of the remaining and/or uncertain prongs 

was then attempted on the basis of the required conservations of' 

charge, mass, ~mentum attd energy for the star taken as a whole. As 

pointed out at the beginning ot this paper, the identifications were 

usually quite incomplete - only seTen helium stars and one OJQ"gen 

star having been even tentatively identified in their entirety. 

Errors of Measurement 

For convenience in discussion the overall errors of measurement 
_/ 

have been separated into two categories ... experimental errors and meas

urement uncertainties. The term •experimental errors" is used in ~ 

usual semre of inadvertent and/or inherent errors, while the term 

•measurement uncertainties• refers to doubts concerning the best value 

to be assigned a quantity' being measured. For example, the slant ra-

dius f 
8 

was determined by matching the curve of a particle track to 

a template curve of known radius. Consecutive template curves have 

radii differing by about ~. Thus it was ~t possible to determine 

a slant radius closer than to within about ~. This might be 

oalled the minimum possible uncertainty. However, when the visible 

track is short or indistinct, or is wavr from multiple scattering, 

it may appear - in the judgment. of the observer - to be matched 

equally well by a number of template curves. The uncertainty in 

the measured slant 1'6dius may then be expl.essed b7 stating the 

range of radii w1 thin which its correct value seems to lie -

,.. 
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(e. g., f 
8 

= 38 ±4 dm). The two directly measured quanti ties suf'fering 

the largest uncertainties were slant radius f' 
8 

aDd dip angle o< • The 

magnitude of these uncertainties, which were usually large in compiu-1-

son to the experiment4 errors, are discussed below. The experimental 
' 

errors arising 1n the use of the same cloud chamber and projector as 

used in this study have been investigated by Brueckner, Harlsough, 

Hayward and Powell6 
in connection with neutron-proton scattering ex

perimente. They checked the accuracy of the projecting apparatus by 

photographing e. drafting triangle at various posi tiona in the chamber 

and then measuring the angles by reproj action. They f'oUDd the repro

jected angles to be correct within 1/X' for small dip angles and to 

within 1° for a dip angle of' 60° • Their data were checked by' paving 

the measurements made independently by two different people. They 

f'ound beam angle (J measurements were reproducible to within ±1° • 

Errors in ourvatul"e due to turbulence were negligible in comparison: 

to measurement uncertainties. Errors in the value of the magnetic 

f'iel~ R were about ±._3% due to the radial variation in lntensity. 

Parameters for Individual Prong Identification 

There are several pairs of parameters which may serve to es• 

tablisb the identity of an ionizing particle. Those used in this 

investigatioD were Hf and range, H f and change-of'-B p , Bp and 

specif'ic ionizatiOD, and range and specific ionization. 'l'~ assur

ance 1rl. th which these pain of' parameters may be used to identify a 

particle depends, first, upon the certainty wi:th which the parameters 

themselves are ascertainable; second, upon the certainty with which 

the aux:Uiary particle characteristics (a.s plotted in Figures 4 and 

6) are known; and third, upon t.he separation between adjacent 



auxiliary particle characteristic curves. 

Measurement Uncertainties 1D Bp , Change of Hp, and Range 

The uncertaintY" in Hp was primari.J.Jr set by the uncertainty in 

f . This uncertainty varied anywhere from ~ or 3% to 50% and more. 

In general, the longer the visible portion otr& track and the smaller 

its dip angle, the more accurate was the determination or its effec

tive radius or curvature I'. Cbange-ot·Hr measurements were o~ 

tcdned from the differences of two measurements of H f . Since these 

differences were usually of the same order of nagni tude as the uncer

tainties in lipr~~~elwa, the uncertainties in change-of-¥ were 

often ±50 or ±100 percent. The actual measurements of the length 

or a. track as it appeared on the proj ector• screen could be made quite 

accurately - easily to within a millimeter. Errors in the determina

tion or range in the cloud chamber gas JDiature occurred largely because 

of uncertainties as to the correct dip angle at which to place the 

screen. These errors were greatest for large dip angles and varied 

from essentia.l.l.y' nothing to more than ±25% of the measured range in 

extreme oases. Usuall7 when pwaa reasonably well known, the range in 

the cloud chamber was very well k:nownJ and, of course, range could still 

be measured. for very short tracks when f could not be determined. How• 

ever, in using the curves of particle oharactertstics it is necessat,y 

to convert range in the aloud chamber into range in air. This requires 
' ' 

a knor;ledge of the oloud chamber gas mixture stopping power relative to 

that for air. This is believed to have been lmovm to within less than 

SP!oific and Relative Ionization 

Accurate quantitative measurements or specific ionization were 
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not available. Such quantitative measurements would have required 

individual dropl9t counts on the tracks. A droplet count and an ac

curate measurement of track curvature are virtually impossible to ob

tain simultaneously on the tracks of heavily ionizing particles. A 

track which bas been dispersed for a droplet count has a poorly de• 

fined trajectory. The observable track cha.racteristic,trelated to 

apeoif'icf ionization is what has been oalled track density' or simply 

dl!fnsity, in this paper. It is really the apparent heaviness of the 

track and encompasses not onb' density in its usual photographic 

sense of opacity but also the· width of the track. Unfortunately, 
' 

the observed. density depend's not only upon the specific ionization 

but also upon the chamber illumination, the chamber expansion ratio, 

the delay between passage of the particle and the taking of the pho

tograph, the dill angle, etc. These factors were V"'d.riable from one 

photograph to the next, and even from one track to the next. Thus 

absolute density could be specified har-Jly better than to the extent 

. that it was light, medium or heavy. The estimation of relative den-

sities, however, was somewhat better. 

Densities of prongs from the same star or of traoks in the same 

photograph and same region of the cloud chamber could be rather clooel.7 

compared. However, trackt idensi ty is important only a.s a measure of 

track ionization. Since the quantitative dependence of density upon 

ionization wa.s not known, the most accurate comparisons were those 

between tracks which appeared to have the same density. For two ap

parently equal density ~ight tracks, it was felt reasonable to assume 

that the ionizations differed by 25l' or less. Tl;ds figure was increased 

to ~ or so for medium density tracks. The relative ionization of 
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heavier tracks of apparently equal density was considered to be less 

certain.. . lt is felt there is probably- a saturation effect or leveling 

off of density- with increasing ionization at a pc)int where all the 

moisture in the vicinity of the track has been eondensed and no more 

' is available for droplet formation. The eompari[son of densities cer-

tainly perroi tted differentiating between relative' ionizations or two-,· 

ten-, and one hundred-to-one. 

Relative Ability- to Identify' Light and Heavy Parti\Cies 

.&xcept ib the case ot some protons, the complete identi t:r of no 

particles was established with certainty. A number of particles were, 

however, identified as most probably hydrogen and heliwn isotopes. 

That is, both their charge and mass were assigned. In no case could 

· the mass and seldom could the charge of particles having atomic num

bers greater than two be even reasonably assigned on the basis of in-

dividual track measurements. The reason for this is clear when one 

considers the separation in the Hf versus range curves (Fig. 4)ot' 
• 

the particles. Percentagewise the greatest change in mass and charge 

is obtained among the isotopes of hydrogen and helium. Except at 

very short ranges (around 0.4 em and less in air) the curves for 

the isotopes of elements above helium overlap one another. Fu:t'ther

more, the curves for the higher elements were obtained on the basis 

of assumptions which are themselves only partially- valid. Thus even 

when one has a rather accurate determination of Hf and range, the 

identifieation itself is by no means positive. , 

The same difficulty in separating the heavier partieles occurs 

when the parameters used are H,.o und ch~P1ge•of•Hf • The difficulty-
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was iz:tcrea.sed because change-or-up was usuall.y very unrelia.bly known. 

It would have been best, or course, to have had curves plotted showing 

the relationship between these two parameters directly. Such plots will 

be even more desirable in the event that it is found possible to estab

lish accur-.:1 tely the rate or change of H~ by the use of the previously 

mentioned templates having comparison curves with simultaneously known 

radii and rates-of'•ohange of radius. However, the H,.o range relation• 

ship was usable because the needed accuracy was not particularly great. 

Identifications by Change of He 

The procedure in using these curves (Fig.. 4) when ~ change of Hf' 

could be measured was this: Assume the identity of the particle. From 

its observed initial Hf determine its range in air RA. Subtract the 

observed change in range A RA (referred to air) from RA to obtain a 

reduced range and from the ch~ obtain the corresPonding reduced H~. 

Ir this chart value and the rnea.eured value or H,o
2 

are in reasonable 

agreement, then the assumed particle is considered to be a possible 

identification. If the agreement is much closer than for other 

particles and if the uncertainty in measurement is not such as to suggest 

other possibilities, then the identific4t1on is considered to be most 

probable. Suah most probable identifications were infrequent and oo

ourrad only among the hydrogen and helium isotopes. , __ 

Identification of Light Tracks 

111 th one exception, specific ionization (or, rather, track den

sit;r - since that is what was actually observed) in combination with 

Hp , or ra.~, was not sufficient alone to ldentify a track. This was 

because or the impossibilit;r of estimating from the track density the 
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specitic ionisation quantitativel7 within a factor of 2 8.1Xl usuall.y 

within a factor of perhaps 10. Very light tracks were an exception. 

The lightest tracks were discontinuous or broken (see, for example, 

Plate 4) • The appearance of this characteristic of light tracks is 

less dependent upon the qualit7 of the illuruina~on than is apparent 

density. Thus it is a better guide to specific ioniZation • 

These light tracks were always assumed to be singly-charged 

particles. The reasoning behind this assumption .follows. In eveey 

photograph there are many light single tracks that pass thr~gh the 
•• w "* 

chamber trave]li ng in the general direction of the neutron beam. 

Certainly tho majority of these are high energy protons originating 

in the walls of the chamber and surrounding air. Among the evidence' 

that they are proton tracks is the simil.ari t7 of their appearance to 

that of the high energ;y proton tracks produced when a. block of parat

fin is placed in the neutron beam in froat of the cloud chamber win

dow. (See Plate 8). 

These light single tracks have radii of curvature ranging from 

perhaps 50 em to more than 125 em corresponding, for protons, to spe• 

cific ionizations of from 20 to less than 8 (in the arbitrary units 

of Fig. 6) and to energies ranging f'rom 20 Mev to more th&l'l 125 !lev. 

· Knowing that the highest energy which a star fragment may have is 

1imi ted by the maximum energy of the neutron beam, one may ascertain 

from the ~ energy data or Fig. 5 and the specific ionization versus 

p curves or Fig. 6 whether or not there are other particles which 

might also have comparable ionisation& (i.e., of the order of 8 to 

20). For example, a. 36 Mev triton bas a specific· ionizat.ton ot 30 

,·, 
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which is the same as that for a 20 Mev proton. A 100 Jlev triton bas 

an ionization of 21. Deuterons naturally have ionizations lying be

tween those of protons and tritons of the same energy. Thus deuter

ons and, to a lesser extent, tritons emanating from a star may be en• 

ergetic enough to produce light tracks indistinguishable in the absence 

of curvature measurements from those of high energy protons. However, 

arrr particle other than these singly-charged isotopes or hydrogen could 

not be sufficient.ly energetic to produce such lightly ionizing tracks. 

Even He3, which is. the most lightly ionizing of any of' the mul tiplT• 

charged particles, is characterized by a specific ionization of' 63 

·when it has the high and extremely unlikely energy of 140 ,Mev. Thus, 

on the basis of' observed density alone, one ma;y assume that a light 

discontinuous track bas to be that of a singly-charged particle. 

While a light discontinuous track is excellent evidence that a 

particle was singly-charged, additional data are needed to establish 

its mass, As an aid in assigning the uass of such singly• charged par

ticles, adjacent light single tracks may be used as standards for com

paring densities ana curvatures. If two tracks have the same curvature, 

the one of greater density bas the greater mass and vice versa; the 

track of greater curvature (smaller radii of curvature) of two having 

the same density has the lesser mass. Experience is the best guide in 

determining the d,egree to which these comparisons may be carried. 

~e versus Iogaati2n 

The combination of parameters of range and specific ionization 

was fouud to be of negligible value as a means for particle identifica

tion. Range was never determinable for very light tracks because the;:r 



did not stop in the chamber. Tracks of medium d ansi ty 1 if' they stopped 
I 

in the chamber, were long enough to permit a fairly good measure of ra

d~us-of•eurvature and hence identification could usually be attempted 

on the basis of range and Hf' • The ODl7 place where information as 

to the specific ionization would be of value is where the tracks are 

so short (less than ; em, or so, in the chamber) that the radius o£ 

curvature 'IIJB.Y' not be measured with 8.D3' certainty. These tracks are 

all quite dense, however, and though it was certainly possible to 

observe differences in density, there was no way of kno1iing just how 

these rela tee quanti ta.ti vel;r to specific ionization because of the 

~ factors involved. 

(Density, in this instance, refers primarily to track td.dtb rather than 

to opacity, since all these heavy tracks looked quite black.) Once in 

a while these differences in density may give a hint to-.rds dist.in• 

guishing between isotopes of h1drogen and nitrogen. 

Other Aids to ldentification 

There are ~vo more characteristics of a track which, presumably, 

and under favorable circumstances, might help in its identification • 

They are the phenomeDa of multiple and single scattering. These were 

not enumerated earlier because they were of no aid in this investiga• 

tion. Multiple scattering was observed with ~ tracks terminating 

in the chamber and appeared as random wiggles for the last centimeter 

or so or a track's length (e.g.,*l•2, *2-2, *3-1 and *3·3 of Plate 11). 

There is, no doubt, a correlation between the mass and charge or an 

ionizing particle and the character of its terminating wiggles. 

However, no noticeable correlation was found in the course ot looking 
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at the tracks. (It should be poin~ out here that no extensive effort 

was made to find such a correlation, although the possibility was kept 

in m1Dd throughout the investigation.) 

Several cases of single scattering were observed, also (see 

prongs *2•2 and *.3-l of Plate 5 and *2•3 of Plate 9). In theory, if 

the mass of the scattering center is known and the scatter angles· can 

be measured, it is possible (asswning an elastic collision) to deter

mine the mass of the scattered particle by application of the principles 

of conservation of momentum and energy. In partitlhil.ar, it the masses of, 

the scattering and scattered particles are the same, the angle between 

the paths of the two after scattering will be 90 degrees. In this in• 

yestigation the mass of the soatterer could have been that of either a 

helium or an oxygen nucleus - possibly even that of a proton. The path 

lengths of the scattering and scattered nuclei were so short and/or in

distinct in every instance that their directions could not be measured 

in order to determine the sea tter angles. · 

Identification of the Star as a Whole 

Sometimes none and usual.ly' onl.7 one or two of the prongs of a 

star could be even partially identified 1nd.i vidually. Further lmow

ledge of the star was then obtained, if possible, by attempting to 

balance the charge, mass units, momentum and enera of the star. Of 

these four quantities , charge is the one most easily accounted for. 

All particles carrying charges produoe tracks and thus visible evidence 

or their presence though not necessarily ot the number of their charges • . 
Since the sum ot the charges represented by the prongs equals th6 num

ber 1n the priginal nucleus, a two-prong star can originate from either 

., a h&lium or an oxygen nucleus, while stars of greater numbers of prongs 



can come only from an oxygen nucleus. The sole way of distinguishing 

a helium star from a two-prong oxygen star is to identify both prongs 

as isotopes of bJdrogen, or to esta~ish that at least one prong car

ries two or m.ore charges. In the first instance 1 t must be a helium 

star, and in the second, it must be an oxygen star. 

Obtaining a balance of the mass units was more diff'icul t than 

accounting for the charges. This was primarily because secondar.r neu

trons were usually present but lett no track to indicate their presence. 

For this reason, it was impossible to determine directly how l.ll8.JlY' mas~ 

units should be assigned to secondary neutrons. (Sometimes conservation 

of' momentum consideratimns did indicate def:initely that one or more sec

onda.t7 neutrons were present, but not how Ulal'l3'•} The second diff'iculty" . 
in obtaining a balance of mass units was in EBtablis.bing the mass or the 

visible particles. Generally,, the conservation of mass units was onl;y 

ot value. in setting an upper limit to the total number of mass units 

which could be assignee to the visible particles of a star. .This up

per limit, of course, is the sum of the mass u:ni te in the original nu

cleus and the prilllft.l7 neutron. Finally, of' less frequent importance 

for identification purposes were momentum and energy balances. For 

a charged particle, momentum = const x ··Hp a, where z is the number or 
its charges. A knowledge of its mass is not required to determine its 

momentum. The kinetic energr or a charged particle, on the other band, 

2 ' 
is given in the non--relativistic range by KE = oonst x (H/' z) /A where · 

A is its mass number. A knowledge of the particle's mass, 1n addition 

to a knowledge of its charge, is, therefore, required to determine its 

energy. 



A momentum balance was ehiefiy of value in determ1.ning the ab-

senee or presence of seoordary neu.troDS. Because neutrons leave no 

track their momentum could not be determined direct.ly. Thus, if the 

transverse momentum of the visible partiel.ea did not balance within 

their uncertainties 1 t was considered eVidence of the presence ot one 

or more secondar,y neutrons. On the other haDd1 a successful balance 

was not considered as proof of the absence of neutrons. This was be

cause secOJ'.Ida.r7 neuU"ons could still have been present, but wi ~ a net 

transverse component or momentum so small as to be masked by the prob-

able errors. 

The only stars for which possible momentum balances were achieved 

were a couple or two-prong helium stars and one five-prong OX7gell star. 

The reasons for this lack ot success were JDal'JY• In the first place, at 

least a large number, if' not nearly all, of the stars contain one or 

more seccndar;y neutrons, thus obviating the possibility of a balance. 

In the second place, there was usually insufficient acOU1'8te inforu&• 

tion on all the prongs ot a star to enable calculation of the momentum 

components. Beam angles were usual.ly well•~, but dip angles aDd 

Bf 's often were not. In fact, for very short tracks, and these were 

frequently present, curvatt:u-e could not be measured even approximatel7 

because of scattering. In such situatioDS determination of the parti

cle's momentum depended upon a measurement of its range (which was ac

complished easily enough) aJJd a lmowledge of its charge and mass. Tbe se 

latter were often nearly pure guesses. 

An energy balance I1J8.Y' be used in connection w1 th a momentum bal

ance as a check on the assumed identification of the star in the absence 



ot secondar,y neutrons, or as a means for assigning a lower lim1 t to the 

energy which the incident neutrcm could have bad. It is parti.oularl.y 

simple to attempt momentum and enerra belances on two-prong stars. For 

that reason the remaiDing discussion will be restricted to two-prong 

stars • helium stars, in partieul.ar. What follows mq 'be read1J..7 gen

eraliZed to include multiple prong stars. 

Identitying Two-Prong Stars 

When both tracks of a two-prong .. star (e.g., *1 of Plate 11 •3 

ot Plate 9 and *2 of Plate U) lie to one side ot some plane contaiDing 

the incident neutron beam, one knows immediately that their net trans• 

verse momentum certainly' cazmot ft.Dish. Thus~ at least one secondar;y 

neutron must be present in ord• to ma.ke a transverse momentum balance 

possible. If, further, the ¥ tor each track is known and if the tliO 

particles' identities are known or assumed, one may determine the ld.• 

netic energ,y represented by' each track and tb binding enGrQ' of the 

reaction. The energy of ~ secondar;r neutrons present w.Ul not be 

determinable directJ.7. The sum of the observed particle energies plus 

the biDding energies must be equal or less than the energy ot the in

cident neutron energy. ·One can then sq that 1t the sum of the observed 

energies, including the binding energy, is greater than 190 flev (the 
' 

highest possible incident neutron enere7), the particle identities are 

not as assumed and that it it is less thaD 190 Mev and greater than ;1.30 

or 11.0 Mev that the particle identi U• are probably' not a.s assumed. 

In thG special case where it is possible to achieve a transverse 

momentum balance td tbout assuming the presence of one or more second8.J'7 

neutrons, 1 t tna7 also be possible to obtain an energy balance. It one 
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assumes no seeOl'ld.ar;y neutroDS the observed particles must be Ji!. aDd a3 

1n the case ot a helium disintegration. One can then calculate the 

energies which the inoident neutron must have bad. There will be two 

possible energies depending upon which traclc is ~siped to the .j aDd 

which to the a' varticle. One can also calculate the energ7 ot the 

incident neutron trom its momentum. Its momentum must equal the net 

forward momentum of the two observed tracks. I£ this latter value ot 

eneru coincides, within the prob&;te erJ."'l"S, with one of the two en

ergies calculated from the observed particle momenta plus the binding 

energy of the reacticm, then one is justified in assuming such aD 

identification to be possibly, though not necessarUy, correct. 

FinaJ.l1'1 when just one seconclar7 neutron is assumed present, it 

is also possible to ascertain the eneru 1fhich the incident neutron 

must have bad in order to produce an energy balance. The secondaz7 

neutron must have a transverse component ot momentum wbich balanees 

the net transverse momentum ot the two observ«l tracks. Its forward 

momentum must be such that when added to that ot the two observed 

tracks, the resultant forward momentum is just that which the incident 

neutron must have bad to make its energy equal the sum of the binding, 

obserVed particles' 1 aDd secondary' neutron• s energies. In case tn or 

three sec0Dd8.1'7 neutrons are assumed, a miDimum incident energy '1'1J1J.7 be 

calculated by considering the seooniary neutr<ms to ba.ve all been soat-

. tared in the same direction and treating them as a single particle ot 

two or three mass UDi ts, as the case lli1V be. The procedure is then 

exactly as outlined for the single se-ccmdar,y neutron case above. The 

crl terion is again used tbat if the inCident neutron energy is greater 
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thaD 130 or 140 Mev, the assumed reaction is improbable and if greater 

than 190 Mev, impossible. 

c . 
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IV. ANALYSIS CF Hm.IUM STAR 1 CP PDATE 2 

This is a' two-prong heliwn star whose frapents are believed 

to be either two deuterons axd a neutron, or a deuteron and a triton. 

The data are insufficiently exact to enable either possiblli ty to be 

chosen to 't.he exclusion of the other. 

A prelimi.Dary identitication was made through visual observa

tion of the photographs in the stereoscopic viewer. Prong 2 is of 

ver:r light density and bas the cbaraaterlstic discontinuous appear

anae wbioh identifies it as singiy-cbarged. Since this star can only 

be the result of a helium or an oxygen disintegration, the other prong 

must either be, also, singly-charged or have the seven charges ot·a 

nitrogen isotope. 

That prong 1 is not a nitrogen isotope is e'Vident immediatel7 

upon comparing the predicted ionizations with the observed density. 

The observed density, al~gli plainly heavier than that ot prong 2, 

is light and certainly does not correspom to a specific ionization 

D of more than 400. ·. On the other hand, it may be readily determined 

from the ~ -energy relation (Fig. 5) that an isotope of nitro~ 

with even an extreme energr ot 1.40 Mev would have an Hp in the 

neighborhood of 9 x 105 gauss-em corresponding to a specific ionization 

D (See Fig. 6) ot more than 2000; and UO Mev is an improbably high 

energ for prong 1, particularly if it should be a nitrogen isotope. 

Thus 2000 is the very minimum ionization such an isotope co~d produce. 

Comparing 2000 with the estimated observed maximum of 400, one con

cludes that prong 1 cannot be nitrogen and is, therefore, singly-cbh.rged. 



Hence, the star is the result ot a helium nucleus disintegration. 

The following more detailed analysis is based upon data measured 
' 

with the stereoscopic projector. It is a good example of the aids to 

identification provided by energy and momentum balances and relative 

track densi tiew under favorable circru.mstances. The data (measured, 

derived aDd predicted) are tabulated belov, along with their estimated 

measurement uncertainties. These uncertainties do not give considera-

tion to ant errors other than those estimated from the actual measure

ments on the tracks as they were observed 1n the projector. Experi• 

mental errors such as those caused by multiple scattering, geometry, 

inexact register of the two negatives ill the projector, e:tc., increase 

the overall errors b7 probe.bly several percent. 

Table 2 indicates the measured dip am beam angles Q( and ;3, 
the measured slant radius f 

8
, the derived magnetic curvature Hp 1 

and the derived scatter and azimuthal angles f) and ¢ • Table 3 gives 

the transverse and forwal'd momenta in Hf z units, the predicted pal"'

tiele energy E, and the predicted specific ionization D according to 

the assumed identity of each particle. Finall7, Table 4 lists all the 

combinations of h1drogen isotopes and seoondar,y neutrons possible from 

a helium disintegration, The tabular heading "relative ionization" 

signifies the ratio of the ionization of prong 1 over that ot prone 2 

predicted on the basis or their assumed identities and observed Hp •s. 

The "visible energies" refer to the sum or the energies of the (visible) 

prongs, also predicted according to their assumed identities and observed 

H~•s. The •binding energy" (reaction energy) is that determined tor the 



assumed process. The "minimum pr111'JtU7 energ,v" is the energy ot the 

primary (incident) neutron predicted b7 its minimum forward momentum. 

(The meaning of minimum forward momentum will oome in a later discus,_ 

sion.) 

Three, and perhaps 1'o'Ul"1 of the possible combinations or Table 

4 may be rejeoted immediately b7 comparing their predicted relative 

ionizations w1 th their observed densities. Of course, OQ:l treads on 

uncertain ground when estimating relative ionizatiOD on the basis ot 

the observed track densities because of the mall7 variables involved. 

One must rely largely on experience in e.rrivintt at an estimate. It 

can certainly be stated with assurance that the relative ionization, 

lies between 2 and 20 and probably within the narrower limits or 3 
f 

and 10. Thus, combinations b, d and g all have predicted ionizations 

under 2 which is· de1'1n1 tely too small. The value ot 18 for combination 

e is somewhat high and puts it in the doubt.f'ul class. 

Possibility ot a Momentum Balance 

The fact that, 1'li thin the UDCertai.nties o1' measurement, the 

azimuthal angles r/J (Table 2) for the two prongs are just 180° apart 

(i.e., their initial directions are traDsversely opposed and coplanar) 

strongly suggests a possible transverse momentum balance with the ab

sence or secondary neutrons. I~ l}a z units of 105 gauss-om (s = l), 

prong 1· bas a transverse momentum (Table .3) of 7. 3 ±o. 5 and prong 2, 

ot •7.7±0.4. These two figures are in rough agreement, indicating 

that all five mass units may be accounted for by' the two observed par

ticles, one being a deuteron a2 and the other a tr1tcxt HJ • However, 

since momentum in H,O z units does not explloi t.l7 involve the mass ot 
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a particle, an alternative explanation of this apparent momentum balance 

is that secondary neutrons are present whose resultant transverse momen

tum is so small as to be masked by the uncertainties. 

Enera Balance and MinimUm Primar.r Energy 

Recourse mq be made to the requirements for simultaneous energy 

end forward momentum balaneea to pro\'ide a basis for choosing among the 

several possible particle comb1Dat1ons. The momentum ot the pr11Jlal7 

(incident) neutron muot equal the net forward moJ1811tum of the two ob

served particles plus that ot B.IJY'· second&17 neutrons. A knowledge ot 
' tbi.s primary neutron• a momentum permits its kinetic energy to be de

termined. This prima.ry neutron energy should be just sutficient to 

account for the sum of the kinetic energies of the observed particles 

and second.aJ7 neutrons plus the binding energy of .the disintegration. 

(Aey other mechanisms by which energy may be absorbed - 1. e., emission 

of gamma raTS,· excitation of the secondary particles, etc. -are as

sumed to account for a negligible amount of energy.) 

One may proceed in the following fashion. Assume the 1dent1 ty 

of the observed particles. Obtain their energies 1~ Fig. S from their 

o/> t s. Sum these and add to the binding energy for the assumed reaction. 

The total so obtained must equal or be less than the energy which the 

incident neutron must bave bad. (It is equal when there are no second• 

e:q neutrons.) It is to be compared with the energy calculated for: the 

incident neutron assuming 1 t to have a momentum equal to the observed 

(particles') net forward momentum. A difference 1n these two energies 

has to be accounted for b7 the presence of secondary neutrons. It the 

kinetic energies and momenta or these secondar;y neutrons were determinable, 
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their energies could be added to the binding and observed partiCle 

energies to obtain the (exact) kinetic energy of the incident neu

tron; and their net forward (or backward) momentum could be added 

to (or subtracted trom) the net forward momentum of the observed 

partioles to obtain the (exact) ingident neutron momentum, which in 

turn would yield the in~ident neutron's kinetic energy. These two 

values should, naturally, be in agreement. When only one secondaey 

neutron is present these two values for the primary neutro111 s energy 

may be brought i11to agreement by adjusting the secondar,y neutron' s· 

fortmrd momentum (aDd, hence, its energy also) to change both values 

of the primar,y' s energy simultaneously. 

On the other hand, when there are two or three secondary neu

trons, each, additionall.y, lllt17 have a. transverse component of momentum 

whose vector sum, however, must be negligibly small to maintain the 

transverse momentum balance alr~ observed for the visible parti• 
' 

cles. Thus the kinetic energy and .formud component of momentum for 

each of these neutrons are independent quanti ties. fhere is then D0
1 

way o£ finding the prima.r;y neutron• s energy. Nonetheless, a lower 

limit for the prima.ry energy ma7 be obtained. One simply lumps the 

two or three secondaey neutrons together and treats then as though 

the7 were one particle having only a forward (or backward) momentum. 

As in the case of the single secondary neutron this momentum may be 

adjusted until the two values for the primary energy are in agreement. 

'!?Us final value is then the minimum primaey energy; and. the net tor-

1fard momentum of all the particles, including the lumped secondaey 

neutrons, is the minimum net forward momentum. 



If this minimum energ approaches, or is greater t ban, 190 Mev 

(the maximum energr of the neutron beam) one mayci:molude the assumed 

reaction to be improbable or impossible. Using this criterion the 

combinations a, c, and e of Table 4 may be considered highJ.1' improbable 

since their minimum primary energies are 184 ± 10, 171 ± 10, and 165::!:: 10 

Mev, respectively. 

Go~bination g can be rejected because of the impossibilitf of 

obtaining an energ.v balance, i.e., this process prodftces no secol'Jdar;y 

neutrons and so there is no ·,ay by which the net forward momentum ms:r 
be adjusted to resolve the differences between the primary' energies 

(76±2 Mev and 94±11 Mev) obtained in the two different ways. 

or the eight processes possible from a reaction between a neu• 

tron and a helium nucleus, all but two have been eliminated as being 

impossible or highly improbable, either because the predicted ioniza• 

tion did not match the observed track densities and/or because the 

minimum primar,y neutron energy required was improbably high. An 

additional reason for rejecting combination g was the obvious lack 

of an energy balan9e. The two remaining processes produce e1 ther two 

deut.erons and a seconda.ey' neutron (combination f') or a triton aDd a 

deuteron (combination h). 
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V. ANALYSIS CF HELIUM STAR 1 fN PLATE 3 

This star is also a two-pronged helium star whose fragments are 

believed to be either two deuterons and a secondary neutron or a deu-

teron and a triton. The data are again insufficient to distinguish 

between the two possibilities. 

Preliminary Identification 

Prong 1 is very light and discontinuous. It is obViously singly

charged. Pronfl 2 is therefore either Di trogen or hydrogen. Prong 2 

might be described as being of o. medium density correspozding to a 

specific ionization or the order of 1000 or leas. Its measured ra

dius of curvature (Table 5) is 27 em. For ~· this radi~ corresponds 

to a predicted specific ionization of the order of 10,000 (Fig. 6) • 

This is much · too large. Prong 2 is thb.s also singly-cbargedJ and 

the original nucleus was helium. That prong 2 is a hydrogen and 

not a nitrogen isotope is substantiated below, particularly b;y the 

ebange•of•Hf" data. 

Individual· Prong A.nal.ysis 

The observed data on this star are tabulated in Tables ; and 

6. Table 6 includes change-ot-H,P data for prong 2, along with a 

comparison of predicted reduced Bf> 'a for the isotopes of ~rogen 

and D.i trogen. These data clearly identify the particle as either Ji2 
O'lt rf, '171. th the e'O'idence ~ore in favor of H2 • This is about as :far 

as one may go with t.he identification of the prongs indi vidU&lly. 

Detailed Analysis 

As in the case of the helium star l or Plate 3, a comparison 

of the estimated observed track densities with the predicted relative 

'· 



ionizatiou is useful in rejecting some ot the possible combinations 

of singly-charged particles. The ionizations predicted from the p~ong 

Hp's are shown in Table 7, and the predi~ted relative iou,izations far 

various combinations a£ the singly-charged particles are tabulated ·in 

Table 8. The observed track densities correspond to a relative ioni

zation which is certainly greater than 5. On this basis combinations 

Ct e, and probably h are not possible. 

It will be noted in Table ; that the dip angles c< are negli• 

gi.ble. Thus the two prongs lie essentially in the horizontal plane. 

Further, from their beam a.ngles(d it is apparent that their transverse 
' 

components of momentum are opposed. This suggests the possibility of 

a momentum balance. Table 7 contains the fo!'\98.l'd and transverse mo-' 

menta in uni to of Bp z. Within the mea~ent uncertainties the 

transverse momenta cancel. The energies of each prong predicted trom 
' 

the Hp and assumed identi 't7 of each are also in Table 6. These pre

dicted energies and fol"\V8.1'd momenta have been used to obtain the energy 

balances and minimum pri111a17 neutron energies ot Table 8. 

The minimum pr1mar.r energies for rJOmbinations a, b and d are 

greater than 175 Mev and consequently these combinations are most un

likely explanations of the disintegration. Combinations a, c and e 

require that prong 2 be a proton. This possibility has already been 

excluded by' the rate-of-change of ~ data of Table 6. Finally, com

bination h has been rejected because of the impossibility of obtaining 

an ener f!J' balance, there being no eecond8.17 neutron to account for the 
\ 

discrepancy between the sum ot the binding and observed energies, and 

the energy of the prima.J.,- neutron determined rrom the net :tortrard JIO!ii; 

mentum of the observed pa.rtidles. 



Thus, there remain two possible explanations for the star. 

These are combinations t and g. E1 ther both prongs are deuterons 

with one secomary neutron, or prong l is a triton and prong 2 is 

a deuteron with no secondary neutrons present. 



VI. BRIEF ANALYSE:) aF SEITFBAL OTrlER HELitLi STARS 
Star 1 of Plate l 

I 
The fragments of this star are believed to be a proton, a triton 

a.nd a neutron. The observed data are contained in Table 9. In brief , 

the analysis proceeded a.s follows. Since the beam angles (9 for both 

prongs are negative, there must be one or more secondarr neutrons pres-

ent to balance the transverse momentum. The ohange-of'•H,.P data suggest 

strongly tba t prong 2 is re • (The observed reduced l}J was 3. 25 :tO. 5 

and the predicted reduoed ~o for If was 3.1; while the predicted re

duced o/> 1 s for If and If- were 3.9 am 4.1, respectively.) Thus it is 

automatioal.ly required that there ~ only one secondary neutron, and 

that prong 1 be Ji1 in order to take care or the necessary five mass 

units. The observed track densities aDd predicted ionizations sub-

stantiate this choice. 

Star 2. of Plate 4. 

The fragments of this star are believed to be a triton, a proton 

and a neutron. The observed data are contained in Tab}.e 10. 

The azimuthal angles ¢ are nearly 180° a. part indica ti.ng the 

possibility of a transverse momentum balance, but the ty.> of' prong 2 

is so poorly known that this poasibiliey- can neither be proved nor 

disproved. Tbus there is no real evidence for or against the presence 

of secondary neutrons. About the only means of identifYing the two 

prongs are their comparative densities. Prong 2 is extremely light 

and is most likely If-. Since no upper limit for i ~ H_p was ascer

tainable it may be that the particle was energetic enough to produce 

such a light track and yet be fil. It is hardly possible that a tri• 

ton fi3 could have beGn sutficienUy energetic to give rise to such a 
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light track. 

Prong 1 was identified b7 comparing i ~ ~ and density with 

those of the two prongs of adjacent star 3 ot the same plate. Prong* 

1-1 is of s1ight.l7 greater density than either prong* 3-1 or proDg* 3-2. 

Its Hp is almost equal to that of prong*3-2 and greater than that or 
prong*.3-l. Since these two prongS cannot be less than protons and are 

believed to be deuterons -- see analysis of star 3 directl.T below -

pr<mg"l•l must be at least a deuteron and probably a triton. 

Star 3 ot Plate 4 

1 

The observed data on star 3 of Plate 4 are tabulated in Table 11. 

The star fragments are probably two deuterons and a neutron. 

The difference between the azimuthal angles pJ leaves no doubt 

that the two visible tracks are non-coplanar am. that a transverse mo-

mentum balance requires the presence or one or more secondary neutrons. 

An energy balance also requires the presence of one or more seconda17 

neutrons. 

1he masses of the two prongs were established by comparing their 

observed densities aDd predicted ionizations with those or an adjacent 

single proton track. This comparison track - iadicated in key to Plate 

4 - was nearly on the same level (in the cloud chamber) as prongs 1 ard 
\ 

2 and was presumably subject to the same illumination. It bas an equ.t.v-

al~t radius ot curvature (J ot 67 em and is muoh lighter than prozJ88 1 

and 2. Prong 1 bas a f ot 87 em and,· therefore, has to be .f or posai• 

bl7 HJ to haw produced a heavier track. Prong 2 bas a~ of 61 em which 

is not much less than the 67 em ot the comparison proton track. It, too, 

is most likely a2 to explaintthe production of a heavier tracko 
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Star 1 of Plate 5 

The observed data on star 1 of Plate ; is in Table 12. The 

fragments of this star are believed to be a proton, a deuteron and 

two neutrons. 

Both a transverse momentum balance and an energy balance re

quire secondary neutrdms. Prong 1 is ~oo heavy in comparison with 

1 ts observed !?" to be fil • It must be either rl- or rfJ - probably 

the former. Prong 2 is quite light. The ionization pretioted fr0111 

1 ts Hp suggests that 1 t is most probably If . It defini tel.7 ia not 

.;. 
Star 2 of Plate 6 

The fragments ot star 2 of' Plate 6 are probably a deuteron, a 

proton and two neutronsJ or a triton, a proton and a neutron. The 

observed data are in Table 13. 

Prong 2 is a veey light track. Its f' is such that the predicted 

ionization for If. is 18 am for .; is 52. An ionization ot 52 is cer

tainly too high for the observed density. Thus it must be J- • Prong 

1 is of light density but is considerabl7 heavier than prong 2. Its 

predicted ionization for .; is 29, for r? is s;, aDd for ,; is 160 • 

The observed density is probably too heav.y for Jt- 1 so it IIU8t be iJ?-,. 
or·~ • Further, the dip angles are both negative so that a momentum 

balance requires one or more secondary neutrons. 
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VII. ANALYSIS <F FIVE--PRONG OXYGEN STAR 1 (ll' PLATE 7. 

This is a f'i ve-prong oxygen star whose fragments m1 be a protoll, 

a tr1 ton, three alpha-particles, and a secondary neutron. It is an ex• 

cepticmal star in that there are at least two parameters which ma;y be 

applled to the direct identification of each prong. Further, the 

slant plane of each prong is within 16° or less of the horizontal. This 

means that large dip angles are not present to contribute to large un

certainties in the measurements. (In contrast, the five-prong star of 

Plate 10 has no prongs tmding in the chamber, and all except prong 1 

have large dip angles as evidenced b1 the fading out of their tracks.) 

Prong 1 is obvioual;y an isotope of hldrogan because it is of such light 

density. Both range and curvature ma1 be measured on prong 2,. and the 

remainder (prongs .3, 4 and 5) have a measurable change of' curvature 

over their visible length. Additional clues are obtainable from the 

relative densitiet of prongs 1 to 41 and from momentum and energy bal.· 

anoes. The measured data and their estimated measurement uncerta.i~tiea 

are tabulated in Table 14. From these measurements the derived data of 

Table 15 are obtained, and, f'inal.l.y, in Tables 16a to 16e, comparisons 

are made between the derived data and the predicted data for various 

possible particles. 

The main line of reasoning pursued in analyzing this star is as 

follows. Prong 1 is def'ini tel.;y a singly-charged particle. There is 
I 

some doubt at this stage of the anolysis whether it is a proton or a 

deuteron. A comparison of its densitY', which is quite light, with the 

specific ionization D of' 140 predicted from the observed curvature, 

(Table 16a) apparently eliminates BJ ; such an ionization should produce 

a heaviee track than is observed. 
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Next, it is observed that prongs 3, 4 and 5 are very ne&.J"ly 

of the same densi t7, w1 th possibl7 13 being by a small degree the 

heaviest and IJS a shade the lightest. 13 appears to have a · tuzz1• 

ness llhieh increases its width and apparent density. (The term 

density', aa previously suggested, here combines a. measure or both 

the width and opacit7 of the track.) Prongs 3 and 4, in addition, 

have essentially the same radius of ourva ture p and sho~ be iden

tiaal partidles. A charge balance requires that the combined maxi· 

mum number of charges that prongs 3 and 4 raa:y have is fiTe. (Ox;ygen 

bas a total of eight positive electronic charges and each of the 

other prongs must have at least one.)· 'llhus, it 113 and 14 are iden

tical, each may have no more than two charges. 

Change-o:f'•eurvatul'e data may now be used to narrow the choice 

still further. By' reason of the compar.S.tive shortness of its visible 

length, change-of-curvature was measurable with the least eertaintT 

on prong 3. The uncertainty of thUi data is such that Table 16c and 

the knowledge that there can be no more than two ebarps cmly reduces 

the choice for prong 3 to either a2, W, He4 CJr u3 • The uncertainv 

for prong 4 is considerably less. Re£erence t.o 'Table l.6d suggests that 

prong 4 is most probabJ.T He4 or BJ • '!'bus 113 is most probably He4 or 

Ji3 also. A further narrowing of the probable identities t£ prongs 3 

and 4 must await identification ot the relllaining prongs. 

' From its cbange-of•Bp ('l'a.ble l6e) one might consider prong 5 
I 

to be Be4. However, the predicted ionization D for He4 is 900,whioh 

is 50% greater than the maximum predicted ionizatioa for prongs 3 

and 4 if the7 are likewise assumed to be Be4; the observed density 
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is, if ~~ slightly less than that of 113 or li4. The next ohoioe 

for prong 5, on the basis ot its change-of-Btp , 1s Jil. or :ae3• The 

predicted ionization ot 230 for fills reasonable in comparison with 

that far (/3 or 114 when the latta!' are· assumed to be If• a. Such an 

assumption is questionable, however, for it requirGs that prong .2- be 

an isotope or be17llium (4 charges) in order to satiety an overall 

charge balance - prong 1 alreaq having been assigned a single charge. 

Beryllium is a doubttul assumption for prong 2 because it does not ap

pear dense enough to account for a required specUic ionize. tion ten -

or twenty-fold greater than that ot prong :3, 4 or 5. 

On the other hand, 1t 115 is assumed to be Iff) ~ then t.he ape-
' 

citic ionizations. are reasonable in comparison with the observed track 

densities when 113 and 14 are assumed to be He4t s. However, a chargtt 

balance now requires that 112 be singly-charged, 1. e., ei tber r?- or iJ; 
its predicted ionizati~ D is then too low in comparison with the ob

served density of 12. Thus #'J can hardly be He3 • 

Finally, consideration can be given to whether II'J may reasoDabl.T 

be assumed to be rf3 it 113 and 114 are assumed ae4t s. The specif'ie ioDi• 

zation ot m for sY in comparison with 580 and 560 for the ae4•s or 1'3 

and /14 is acceptable, but the predicted reduced Hf for u3 is ccmsi• 

derabl.y less than the observed value, - 1.8 instead of 2.6 X lO'J 

ga.uas-am. However, if' the estimated uncertainties in slant radii• 

of'-aurvature and a 10 percent error in the relative stopping power 

K of the gas mixture are taken in the appropriate direction, then 

the predicted and observed values tor Hfl are just barel7 in agree

ment. 'l'ba t prong 5 is probably riJ is rurther borne out ~ the plausible 



momentum and energy balances, and the reasonable ineident neutron en-

erfU that are obtained below with that assumption. 

So far it has been decided that Ill is al or H2, #3 and #4 are 

ae4e e, and #5 is iJ • A charge balance now requires tba. t /J2 be doubly

charged. By the ~range-curvature comparisons of Table l6b it JMJ.T be BB4 

or & 6• ~ is ruled out because its predicted ¥ is too low. ae6 

my also be ruled otit because, with the previous assumptions already 

made, it would necessitate more than the allowed 17 mass units avail-

able. 

This, then, leaves #2 as probably ne4• The predicted ionize.• 

tion for ae4 also seems reasonahie in comparison with its own and the 

other track densities. 

Now both the mass and the charge of all but prong 1 bas been· 

assigned. ill is believed to bet either a proton or a deuteron. If it· 

is a proton there must be one secondary neutron present to account for 

all the mass tmi ts; if it is a deuteron there can be no seconda.J7 neu

tron. To decide between these two possibilities and to check further 

on the reasonableness or the assumed identities of the other prongs , 

a momentum belance and an energy balance may be attempted. This has 

been done in Table 17 • Momentum has been measured in units of ~ z. 

The transverse x- and 7- components ot momentum do not quite baJ.ance 

out. The lack ot balance might be explained by large errors in meas-

urement, but may also be ascribed to the presence of a. secondary neu

tron whose momentum, not being measurable, bas been unaccounted for 

in Table 17.. The acceptance of this latter possibility is strengthened 

when it is found that a plausible energy OOle.noe is obtained when prong 
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1 is assumed to be a proton rather than a deuteron. This has been done 

in Tahl.e 17. It may be noted that the sum of the energies or the observed 

particles determined from their ~ 'a, masses and charges, plus the biDd

ing energy of' the reaction (determined .from the ma.ss excess of' the disin-

' tegration fragments with respect to the masses of the incident neutron 

and initial e»cy"gen nucleus) is 89 Mev, or 4 Mev greater than the 85 Mev 

determined ror the energy of the incident neutron from the net forward 

momentum of the observed particles. The 4 Mev discrepancy may readily 

be accounted for b7 assuming a low energy secondary neutron with forward 

and transverse momentum components. There is no reason for calculating 

its (the secondar;y neutron• s) energr, momentum am direction, bOlfever 1 

although these quanti ties are easily determined; the uncertainties in 

the known quantities neede.t for the calculations are too large to per

mit even roughly accurate results. About all that can be said is that 

the secondar,. neutrcm is probably of low energy- a few Mev at most. 

On the other hand, if prong 1 ba.s been assumed a deuteron, the 

energ of this prong would have been raduced to 13 instead of' 26 Mev 

and the binding energy would have been .32 Mev rather than 34 Mev, thus 

reducing the sum of the observed particle energies plus binding energy 

to 74 Mev, or 12 Hav less than that CAlculated tor the incident neutron 

from the net forward momentum of' the visible particles. With the con• 

servation o_f' mass un1 ts allowing no seccm:iar,y neutron to account tor 

a.D7 additional forward momentum, the only expl.a.na tion of tt-.tis large 

discrepancy 1n energies has to be in terms of the experimental errors. 

The wtcertaint7 extremes are surely great enough so that such an ex

planation cannot be ruled out. However, it does seem more likely ,that . 
a secondary neutron was present. 
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A final suggestion in favor of the presence of a secoJ:Jdaey neutron 

comes from the fact that the 89 Mev figure is closer to the most probable 

"' Value (90 Mev) for the incident neutron energy than the 74 Mev figure. 

' ' 
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mx. RiSULTB 

35 of the 65 photographs examined contained the 82 stars studied. 

These have been ~bulated in Table 18 according to initial nucleus and 

number or prongs. 

2-prong stars identified as helium 14 
2• • • • • ox;rgen 14 
2- • • unidentified 20 

Total nl11'1lber of 2•prong stars 48 

3-prongstars 
4- • • 
5- • " 

20 
8 
6 

Total 82 
Table 18. Tabulation of Kinds ot Stars Obsened 

The average number of prongs per oxygen star was 2.8 or 3.1, 

depending upon whether or not the uncertain two-prong stars are in• 

eluded. 

Angular Distribution 

Data on these stars sufficient to be statistically significant 

are meager. The ~distribution of the charged particles ot all 

the stars is given in the histogram of Figure 7. Only three particles 

have been omitted. Their tracks were so light that it was impossible 

to obtain even approximate measures of their dip angles and hence to · 

calculate their scatter angles. There was fOWld to be no marked dit- · 

terence in the scattering distribution for the separate categories ot 

stars as tabulated in Table 18; and within the poor limits to which it 

was possible to identif7 the individual particles, it is not possible 

to state whether the angular distribution of light and heav,y fragments 

is different or not. 



It will be noted that almost exactly as many particles were scat

tered through less than 600 as were scattered at angles equal to ar r; 

greater than ~0 • A stUdy ot the distribution in Bp for those par-
. 0 

ticles scattered through less than 60 shows it to be almost identical 

with the ~ distribution for. those particles scattered through (;AJ0 am 
more. 

The angular distributii..on shown is in· the laboratory qstem. It 

would be desirable to have \ t in the center or mass system 1D. order to 

determine whether or not th& scattering is isotropic. It the disinte

gration were preceded b7 the. formation of a compow:ad. nucleus then one 

would expect the sea ttering to be isotropic in the center of mass ays

tem. It, on the other ~, the scattering occurred primarily as a 

result or indi. vidual coU1sions between the incident neutron and the 

nuclear nucleons th~ one: would expect the scattering to be primar1.l.y 

in the forward dire~ However, to determine the>attnter of' mass 

the ~ntum of the; incid._t neutron must be knowh; and to transform 

the scatter angle or. Ia part,jfcle to the center of lll(iss system its .,._ 

loci't7 ,~t _be ~· Its 1telocit7 cannot be determined from its o/' 
unless Its charge a.nd'"mass are also known. These have not been lmoml 

w1 th an,J( certainty 1Jn most cases, nor bas the mj)mentum of the incident 
' . 

neutron been ·1amwn ~ th e:iq certainty. 

' 
ft would also be very instruoti va to have. an energy distribution 

tor the 'Visible: ~cles. However, the det~nation of energr again 

depeDds upon 8l1 aS'SQ!Dp_tion as to the particle's m&$8 aDd charge in ad• 

ditioa to knowledge :or its ~ or range. ~teadtthe distribution in 

.•. 
' 
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the observed quantity H f has been given 1n the histogram of Figure 6. 

Agein, the distribution has been given for all stars and ~11 charged 

particles, c:xoept as noted; i.e. , the H t' 's of 34 prongs could not be 

measured even appro:ximntely. These were prongs whose visible lengths 

were too short and/or whose dip angles were too large. In addition to 

these J4 prongs there were 32 others which stopped in the chamber whose 

H f' 's could not be determined directly because they were too short 

and/or crooked from oca.ttering. Their possible Hf 's were determined 

froo1 their range and the best guess as to their charge and mass. The 

assigned Hf' 's of 22 of them were less than 2 x 105; only 2 were 

greater than 4 x 105. 20 of them were from two-prong stare. The one 

particle having an H f in the range 0 - 1 of f'igure 8 actually had 

both an observed Ht' of 0.9 x 105 and a range in air of 0.9 em, identi• 

tying it as al. In all honesty, the accuracy of a radius measurement 

for a track of such short length is highly uncertain and its Hf could 

well ht.:.ve been two or three times greater than 0.9 x 105 gauss-em. 

All but 4 of the particles having H~'s of 6 x 105 or greater 

and all above 8 x 105 gauss-em are believed to have been singly-charged 

particles. The majority of these above 8 x 105 gauss-em came from two-

prong stars. 

Ae e. measure of the momentum and energy of the visible prongs, 

the average and root-mean-squared values of Hp have been tabulated in 

Table 19. In arriving at these figures only data from those stars were 

used for which H f' (either by direct measurement or from measured range) 

was available for all prongs of the star. The nUDiber of such stare in 

each category is included in the tabulation. 

) 
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Differences Between Carbon and ?Jsrgep. ,stars 

There is one further comment that might be made ·here. During 

other studies b.1 the Cloud Chamber Group numerous carbon stars have 

been observed. The oxygen stars observed in this present investiga• 

tion do not appear essentially different from the carbon stars. That 

is, their general appearance as observed in the photographs in. regazd 

to number of prongs, range, curvature, track density, etc., is india• 
4 

tinguishable from that of carbon stars. 
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APPENDIX I 

CALCULATIONS FCR DERIVED QUANTITUS 

e = cos·1 (cos a( cos fJ ) 
dJ : tan•1 (tan eX csa ;{3) 

f'%1~ coso( 

RA =KRG 

E :.J/ E1 (In nan-relativistic region) 

(HfZ}x::::(Hp 
8
Z) cos2o< sin (3 

(B/'Z)i=(Hf 
8

Z) (t sin 2 ~ ) 
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(HpZ)} =(Hf sZ) cos2o< cos /J 
(HfZ)~,=(Hp 8Z) coso( sin 8=(Hf 8Z) cosa.j;_oos2Q(oos

2p 

Binding energy = mass defect x 9.3 x 105 ev 



Beam Direction 

APPENDIX II 

BCIJERCLATURE AND TmMIBCfLOGY 

S3 

- The direction of the neutron beam 1n the cloud 

chamber. The forward direction of the neutrons 

is taken as positive. 

Horizontal plane, - A:iJ:¥ horizontal plane in the aloud chamber. It 
or the horizontal 

, Vertieal plane 

is parallel to the beam direction and normal to 

the direetion of the magnetic field. 

- ArJ.y vertical plane in the cloud c,ba.mber. It is 

not neoessarily parallel to the beam direotion. 

Transverse plane - Arq vertical plane which is normal to the beam 

Slant plane 

direction. 

- The slant plane is al8'81'8 w1 th reference to a 

particular track or prong. It is the plane oon-

taining the initial traok direction and the hori

zontal line perpendicular to the 1ni tial. track 

direction. It may be thought of simply as the 

plane of the traclq however, this is not strictly 

accurate because a obarged particle moving in a 

magnetic field, 1n general, desoribes a spirill. 

non-planar path. Tl)e slant plane is at the dip 

angle c< to the horizontal. 

In1 tial track direction - This is the space direction defined by' the 

tangent to the (curved) t.raok at its point of or-

igin, i.e., at the point of disintegration or 

collision with the incident neutron. It is taken 

posi t1 ve in 'the forn.rd track direction. 
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Measured data - ~tities which were measured. direot.l.7 upon the 

image or the star as projected on the projector 

screen, e. g., at.. , fJ, RQ, /' 8 , etc. 

Der1 ved data - Quantities which have been calculated from othel' 

(usually measured) data, e.g., 8 , (;, BA' B;> ,E• ,etc. 

Predicted data - Quanti ties obtained from the aWd.U&.rT data ot Figures 

4, .5 and 6 and for Which it has been neceSB8.17 to 

assume the mas and charge of the particle concerned, 

e.g., D, E, predicted RA, H/'2,. etc. 

Observed data - Quanti ties which have been measured or observed d1• 

rectly, or which have been derived direcUy from 

measured data. It includes the categories of met::fs• 

Ul'Gd and derived data but not of' predicted data. 

Visible track - That in1 tial portion of the total path length ot an 
or length 

ionizing particle which is visible in the photographs 

and hence, upon which measurements rray be made. 

Visible or - An ionizing particle whose path is visible, as op-
observed particles 

posed to neutrons whose paths are not visible. 

Visible energy - The energy and momentum of' visible particles. 
and momentum 

Seconda17 neutron- Any neutron emanating from a star. The term includes 

the inCident neutron after it has left the star when 

it is not considered to have been absorbed into a 

compound nucleus. 

Primary or - The particular neutron from the cyclotron beam whioh 
incident neutron 

in1 tiated a star. 



o( (dip angle) 

j3 (beam angle) 
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- The angle between the initial track direction 

aDd the horizontal. It is measured 1h a vu-

tical plane and is considered positive when the 

traolc direction in the cloud chamber is dowmrard. 

- The angle between the beam direction and the hor

izontal proj action of the 1ni tial track direction. 

It is measured in a horizontal plane and is con

sidered posi t1 ve when the track is counter-clock

wise from the beam when looking down upon the 

chamber. lotea (3 was also used for the ratio of 

the veloc1 't7 of ~ ionizing particle to the veloc

ity of light in the equation for specific ionization. 

tJ (sea tter angle) - The polar angle between the ini t.ial track direction 

and the beam direction. 

¢ (azimuthal angle) - The angle between the horizontal plane aDd the 

projection of the in1 tial track direction upon 

H 

f'a 

the transverse plane. 

- lagnetic field strength in the cloud chamber. 

-Slant radius of curvature. This is the actual 

radiuS of cUrvature of the track as· measured in 

the slant plane. Unless otherwise specified, it 

is the in1 tial track radius. 

-- Equivalent radius of curvature. The radius of 

curvature which a particle of slant radius,P 
8

, 

would have it it were moving 1n the horizontal 

plane,(i.e., normal to the magnetic fieLd rather 

than oblique to 1 t) w1 th the same momentum. 



Pa2 and P2 

K 

D 

A 

Zl 

E 

E' 

-- Reduced slant radius and reduced equivalent 

' radius,· respectively, referring to second meas• 

urement of curvature after change in range 6R, 

along the track. 

--Range of a particle in the cloud chamber gas 

mixture. 

- Equivalent range of a particle in air at 760 mm 

lig and 15° c. 
- Change in range between track origir.l and the 

second. measurement of (reduced) radius of cur-

vature p 
82 

• 

-- Ratio of stopping power in cloud chamber gas 

mixture to stopping power in air at 760 mm Hg 

and 15° c. 
-- Specific ionization of particle on arbitrary 

scale used in Fig. 6. 

- Mass number of particle •• 

•• Atomic number of particle. 

- Kinetic energy of particle. 

-- Kinetic energy (without relativistic corrections) 

which a proton would have for the same value of 

Hp as that of the particle under consideration. 

-- subscripts referring to rectangular coordinate 

components of momentum expressed in Hf z units. 

;r defines the beam direction. ~is the horizon

tal transverse direction (taken positive to 



t 
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- the right when facing in the beam direction) and 

d is the vertical (positive downward) transverse 

direction. 

•• subscript referring to the transverse momentum 

component expressed in Hf z units. It is the v~c

tor sum of the '),- rmd 'r components and is con

sidered positive when the ar· component is posiJ 

ti ve ( 1. e., when there is a downward component ot 

momentum.) 
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Atomic 
lumber 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Isotopes 

.;. 
ul,B2,Hl 
He3' Be4, He6 

L16, Li 7, Lis 

Be7, Be9, aelo 

lf-0,ill,SU 
clo ell cl2 cl3 rf4 , , ' , 
,f3 jJ.4 115 Nl6 ' , , 

Table I. Fragments Assumed Poss1 ble .from 
an Ox;ygen Star 
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~---------···--------:-= ~~~3 : 1~-gauss --------------~ 

r Prong-=.-.,..-::~-! -( : ~-l-z; - 1(-~-J ~11 ~ : ~r-~ -)1 
1 1 -+ gauss-

11 1 ~-20~- i 94.:!;0.~- '-59!)-- -7.J.!(l.5 ~~: 9(00·~ -----20-;;,-

1 i . ! i • i 1-- --r-- -----f----- ------ ______ i" ______ '----------; l 2 J -9. 5.:!;1 -26;:0. 5 129.t.i> 16.8_!().8 : 28 ~:~ I 201.t) I 
----------- ~--- ------------- ---------- _____________ j ________ L _______ _j 

Table 2. Observed Data on Star 1 of Plate 2. 

T------------------- -1----------~-------------------~------------ ·· ---------------------- ---1 

I I Transverse Forward r·~redicted [ f'redicted ,, 

l Assumed Momentum ~&omentum Energy Ionization 

~Pron~o·~-rd:~t~ ,- <a~~~-~~-·2_f <=~~3J1;·-~3 1 

I 1 I . ' , 2 I I I 
I H ? .J.t0.5 I -o.5!:0.1 I 12.7±0.2 I 68 

. I L a.3 j I s.5j:o.l j 130 

---- t---;;;-+- ---r-----r~25-i 1~-r----~;! 
2 I I 

I H2 l -7.'1--!:.0.4 14.9_:0.8 I 67!: 5 I 20 

I H3 I . I 45 t 2 I .38 
--- --- ----- J ·---- _______ _! ___________ l _____ ·-- _j _________ ------~------.:... ... 

Ta.ble 3. Momentum Balance and Predicted 
Data on Star 1 of Plate 2. 
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1

- 1' Predicted I Sum of j I 
Key _Assumed I Relative I Binding Binding and j W.in. No. of Reasons 1 I Ide~tity . Ioni•ation I Energy Visible Prinwry Secondary , for 1 

~
. --~ I Energies 

1

. Energr 1· Neutrons 1 Rejection 1 

ii2 I (# 1 / #2) , {Mev) (Mev) (Mev) 
1 

t I +-
1 I 

l :al , al 

t sl_ a2 

1

_.. ~ 9.5 _1 164!10 I 17l;tl0 
1
__ __J____~ 

~_;_p~;~_t=-_;·
6 _j 19.8 -~;f;-· -~- l~~~j 1 tA~!_-] 

1 
I a2 ~. 3.4 I 2J.S 104! 5 1 104! 5 ~ I . I 

I - ~ :t~ ~-j 17.6 l ::H-:; i 0 ~-~·~~-~ 
'fable 4. Energy Balance and Minimum Primary Energy for Star 1 of Plate 2. 

Reasons for rejection in Tables 4 and 7. 

A Predicted relative ionization too small or too large. 

B Minimum energy of incident neutron too large. 

C Energy balance impossible to achieve. 

D Change-cr-.af -data. shows pro-ng 2 to be either a2 or H3. 
0' 
1-' 
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B = lo 33 X lo4 gauss · 

~--~·----·~~------~------~-~~--~~-------r----~ 
;:>s . . ~I fa; 'J 8 fl! 

I 

0( 

PronE ( 0 ) (om) gauss-~ ( 0 ) ( 0 ) 

No. 

1 o.; !0. 6to.s 139±5 18.5± 0.7 6±o.; 5 ±; 

2 i-1 ±1 •150.5±0.5 27:!: o.51 3.6±o.l 150.5-+o.s J.S2±2 

l I 
--... d ... 

........ ·-·~-~~ 

Table 5 •.... , Observed Data on Star 1 o£ Plate 3 • 

--..........-..--"'"-"-~----·· ...... ~--- ,...oe;.-:.,'il!ioOI 0 Olll!i:'llt<i ~ * 

Initial Obsel"Ved H,o ::: 3.6 ±0.1 x 105 gauss-em 
-·-. 

Observed Reduced 1¥' 2 
3 tO•l X 105 • -0.2 gauss-em 

~·~-.......... ..,__ ... ~. ~~-- --~ 

_ _... ___ 
A .:0 , ...... 4 ... 1 ... J. .It L~. Dl 

Predicted reduced 3.4 to 3.6 3.1 to 3.4 2.2 to 2.9 1.0 n after dRA ot 

~· ~ • (10 gauss-em) 
·i-~hl"~ ~ ..... 

Table 6. Change-of•JI,P Comparisons for Prong 2 of Star 1 of 

Plate 3. 

c~•· " 
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--...-----· 
Transverse Forward Predicted Predicted 

Prong Assumed momentum momentum ener~ Ionizatior. 
No. Identity 0}1> z)t (Hf z)/ (Mev D 

a1 150~ 10 6.5 ---
1 a2 1.9:!:: 0.2 18.5±:0.7 so±; 18 .. 

H3 54:t 3 34 
_,. ........... ____ *' ... 

~~-----..,..,_,_-.. 1---·- . 
~ 6.2 ±0.2 Sl 

2 If -1.s ±: o.1 -3.1± o.1 3.1±0.1 ' 230 
i 

' ' 

ff3 2.1± o.l 390 I 

Table 7. Momentum Balance and Predicted Data on Star 1 of Plate 3 

... ·-Predicted Sum of Min. No. or Reescm 
Key Assumed relative Binding Binding primary secondar;1 for 

Identity ioniza11CI1 energy and energy neutrons Rejec• 
visible tiona 

Ill #2 (#2 I Ill> (Mev) energies (Mev) (Mev) 
(Mev) 

"" ,.,.._. - ·-- :.......-- "' 
a If. rr- 12 28.1 184±10 189:t 10 3 B, B 

.;· If - ~- -
b 35 179 :t1o 186± 10 B 

; 25.9 ' .................... ,., .. , .. ~tp~ :;;IIO!' ......... Iflo:'l~ 2 
0 If. 4.5 112:!:: 5 112± 5 A, D 

-- -
d i-: r; 60 172±10 185t 10 B 

; If-
~-- 19.8 _,...._.,,.,f~ .... 1 

e 2.4 so± 3 82't 3 A, D 
'· 

If irf- ~-- lOIWI~-~~· 

r ~ ' 13 23.8 107:!: 5 f 107:!: 5 
\ 

-~-~-"'l:'-·llo~+4\'f'~~ J-..~•"'I'W"•~P,... .... ~ ..... 1--.~~ ........ ~··-:f'"l>_.., .. , f-··~.-,,~--
~! H3 

,....,. ...... ~ .... """"""~ ...... ~ 
g 22 100±5 1o6-t1o 

17.6 0 

h 
ff3 ;l 

.\ rt 6.8 74"!3 106± 10 "?, c 
-~~- --

Table 8. Energy Balan<?e and Minimum Primary Energy for Star 1 of P1a te 3 
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(em) 

f'S2 

(em) 
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Ll Ra 

(em) J 
i 

i-----ll---- 't'W(o;J.I •• ~~b ~-~~"'0"'",0~,1.""f"f~S:.0. -~l"<"-1".;. ... ...._4.~-~-~ ~~·<t'"~.•,, .... \o>·ll;>f>_ .... ,..,..-. ' .,.__,,,._.._ ..,_fA•~• ' 

t---1-+---3-4-~ ~ _::.:.:._ -=-t--=~:~~- ~ .: 0 

. I ~~ l ., .... 0 .,~ I' + 1 ! + . 4 a..., -o .,..._ • I ~ ~ 24- i 4.2-o.l 9 -
.__--.~....._,.._:.u"'~~~ ... -~fiY::r'~L ....... 11,~·r<~ ... • .. -rr.x-.»'f·"· .. ~·'l'<el~~~~...,_ . .,...., .•• "',._""' •. ~~~-~,....-"'~~ ... ~-- .,._. .. :"" 

2 

Table 9. Observed Data on Star 1 of Plate l • 

,__ 

L~ , o( (3 ;as f) ,; 
Prong 1oS 

No. ( 0 ) ( 0 ) 

~ 
( 0 ) ( 0 ) 

~~~ ........... .,.....~ -~t·~-~ 

1 ~ 60.; l08f3 . 10.8 68 
I -41-1 ·4S 

1: I 
,...,._ .... ~ .... -:-;-·1::--r:-- ,......,.. __ 

36±3 
J. t 

l 2 : ;o I 130 
. ·-1-- 1 i -~... L .. -~-..- . ' -- . ~ ~-~ -

Table 10. Observed Data on Star 2 of Plate 4 • 

-~~~-· 

_ ....... 
o<. (3 Ps Prong 

Noe' ( 0 ) ( 0 ) (em) 

·-.. ~--w lw'--'"""" ~~~~ 
1 1.; :to.s i 26.5 87±2 

! 
':<'a.~~ 

l 
2 -16 ± o.; l •37 63.±1 i -

Table ll. Observed Data on Star 3 of Plate 4 • 
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-· 

(. ~5' o( (J ?s 8 {b 
( 0 ) . ( 0 ) 

10· 
( 0 ) ( 0 ) Prong (em) gauss-~ 

No. / 

- -~-t--~--

1 -6 !]. 71 62.5 i2.5 8.4 'J7 -10 

2 -n.s !o.5 -10 83 12 10.8 15 221 

,.. "-- _L_~·--
Table 12. Observed Data on Star 1 ot Plate 5. 

"" 

·r/~5\..-tl 
_ .. 

o( ;(3 Ps / 
p~ ( 0 ) ( 0 ) (om) ,, gauss-~ ( 0 

) ( 0 ) 

Bo. 

1 -4 !2 66 52 !3 6.9 to~ ~ 66 -4 

2 -20 ts -AS 65.5 :.t3.5 9.4 12 51 2D6 

-
Table 13. Observed Data on Star 2 of Plate 6 . 

... . ~-~-~- !a!!'IU illi:$Miillwlt'ICMI!·~~~~~~-

H = 1.3S x io4 gauss 
~ 

o( 

( ~) t:, (~) ARQ fJ_s2 
Prong ( 0 ) 

No. 
(em) (em) 

tOtl~oaM~~,y, 

1 -12 't2 114 tl 56 i]. - - -
2 -13 :3 130 11 l4Jl ±o.5 + 4.0 ~. - -
3 n.s 12 -60 t], 11.5 !o.5 - u 36tl 
4 1 11 -10 ~ ~s1o.sl - 21 35 tt 

5 7.5 11 1 !1 'ZitS to.s - 20 19 !1 . 

---l..- I -
Table 1.4. Measuretf~ Data on ;-Prong Star 1 of Plate 7 • 
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Prong No. I ( 0 
) i (em.) , I 

(em) (em) 
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105 
(gauss-em) 

I : 
1 .. _ 1 ~~~- _ -j;r--s-5--t--? ._4 ___ +--·------f-------~~------_--1 
~ .. 2 t 129 13 --·t---l._s __ -l-_o_.68_+-----~+--------l 
1 3 61 _ 

1 
___ :n 5.o -- 1.9, 4.a 

r 4 10_.,.
1
_3_8----jf----5_._2 __ +-_-_--+_3_.6_+-_4_._7_~ 

1 5 s 2? 3.1 -- 3.4 2.6 _________ _j_ __ _J..... ___ --l.. ____ _ 

Table 15. Derived Data on 5-Prong Star 1 of ~late?. 

I 
I 

L 

f:::: 55 em 
--· 

Assumed particle ., Hl H2 a.3 
--·--- ·-I 

Predicted Ionization D 26 I 7? 140 
----

Table 16a. Specific Ionization Comparisons 
for Prong 1 of Star 1 of Pb.te ? • 

...--- ·-·----- -- ··-··· ----- .. 

Observed hange (in air) RA = 0.68 em 

Observed Hp = 1.8 gauss-em. 
-

Assumed particle HeJ H2 ue4 fie0 

: 

lt ~ predicted from RA 
(105 gauss-em) 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.9 

~ 

l__ Predicted Ionization D 
(for p ~ 1.3 em) . >1000 600 -1500 >2000 

----·- -
Table l6b. Range-H Comparisons 

for l'rong 2 of Star 1 ·Of Plate 7. 

He.J 

190 

ti6 

.. 

2.0 

>4000 

ae4 

.310 

Be7 u.3 

2.1 2.1 

>4000 800 

I 
I 



Initial Observed H f' = 5.0 x 105 gauss-em 

Obstrved Reduced Hf 2 = 4.8 x 105 gauss-em 

Assumed particle u2 He3 ae4 a3 .116 

·- -~ 

Predicted Reduced H p fi after 
I ~RA of 1.9 em (105 ga ss-cm) 4.9 4.9 4.8 4.7 4.7 

I 
l 

Predicted Ionization D 
(for f = 37 em) 140 360 580 260 1000 

.. 

Table 16c. Specific Ionization and Change-of-Hf 
Comparisons for Prong 3 of Star 1 of Plate 7. 

-

Initial Obeerved Hf' = 5.2 x 105 gauss-em 

Observed Reduced H f 2 = 4. 7 x ·105 gauss-em 

AsSUJDed particle a2 He3 a:e4 a3 Li6 

- -

Predicted Reduced H f 2 after 
RA of ).6 em (105 gauss-em) 5.0 5.0 4.8 4.6 4.6 

Predicted Ionization D 
(for f = 38 em) 140 350 560 250 71000 

! 

..._ ___ ---··-·-·-· ··--- '-'---- -·---- -

Table 16d. Specific Ionization and Change-of-Ht' 
Comparisons for Prong 4 of Star 1 of Plate?. 
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De7 L17 

4.7 4.6 

>1000 .:-1000 

I 

Be? Li7 I 

-----

4.6 4.3 

::>1000 >1000 



... 

Initial Observed H~ = 3.? ~ 105 gauss-em 

Observed Reduced H~ 2 = 2.6 x lo5 gauss-em 

Assumed particle s2 He3 He4 sJ Li0 

Predicted Reduceg H /' 2 biter 
RA of 3.4 em (10 gauss-em) 3.3 3.3 2.7 1.8 0.9 

Predicted Ionization D 
(for f' = 71 em) 2.30 600 900 .390 ~1000 

Table 16e. Specific Ionization and Change-of-Bf' 
Comparisons for Prong 5 of St~ 1 of Plate 7 • 

68 

Be? 

1.1 

,.1000 



·--~·-·- -----.- ---·T-·-------, 
; . . ( H,o ) (H t' z) ~ ! (H ~ z) I {H ,P z) I E' i E I 
·Prong No. Fart:lele. i 105 gauss-em) (z x lO') · gauss-J i i I (Mev) !. (Mev) ! 
I I I I ! I : 
~--~---~1----r--:;:·----·r--·~.6 ··· 1 1.5 1 -3.0 -r- 2~-. ---r--;6-----~ 
· 2 i -He4 I --1~-a-------~----2.s---t ... · ---·-o·:a ----~---·-:2-:3---~-1:6--!---2----~~ 

• I I ! ' I I 
j ---J. ••- ••-•- -·--- ~----• -·-·- - -··- •- •-• ~---··--·-·• -- -··-·- ----+--· -·-·-•·· • -~-- •·•··--·,.~- -i·w··~ --------- ---·-+ -••• ----- -___ T _____ . ___ ·- - .. ~•· --j 

~ 3 ! ~e4 ----1-----~:~-------l--~~·4 ____ _j__ ... 2.0 1 4.9 ___ 1_ 12. : 12 ___ j 
1 4 i sa'+ l s.2 ! ·1.8 I ...o.1 i 10 • .3 ! 1.3. : 1.3 ; 
L------_j_~------------!..- --------+--- l ______ l~--- -------~L -----~---- _\ 
' 5 : a.3 r 3. 7 1 o.o ! ...o.s ! 3. 7 

1 
6.6 : 2 i 

• I ' • I • I 
.c~-==-""'-"='=-i=-=...:=:::.--:::.::::.=~=--::..~ -.::===::.:..-:::::...~_-::; ____ .~::.:.=c..::.."::===..:..-:::::..-- L ... ======-4:.:::-..=-_--==:-=k=.:::.= .. =-J 

~ , t I 1 

Net &omentum Components i ...0.8 1' -0 • .3 1! 13.6 : l . ' . . l 
-- ______ , __ ,, ___ , _____________________ _1 ____ , _______ , __ 1. _____ ----- "-·· -·--··· -- •J ' 

....._.._. .... 
1. 

Total kinetic energy of observed particles (Mev) 55 I 
t-------------.. ------·--------------- .. ----.---------·------------------------ __________ ,_ .... - -- J 
: Binding energy of reaction {Mev) .34 l 
1-s~-~- obser~;'d~nd blnd~g-energ-i~-;----------<·~->----------------- ___ .. ______________________ s9-- -~ 

~--::-:--.. -:-.=:--:-:.c ·c -:-:.::::-· · -.c .. :.7 · - -~- ·;:::-.::..~ . .:::.o-::-: .. .o_-c:...::..=-,:.~.:..--..:c...:.--=·-="=c: -c:::::-....:==::::c~.:--· -=:o..-:--==--==.::..=:-.:.-.::..-::=-·=='7:':::=:-.-:=..:::::.::::c.:=-=-:---=:::-.-..:;....-= .. ::.:-,- .. :;-·.:-~ 
i i 

.iiinimum energy of incident neutron determined from 
· net forward momentum of visible particles (Mev) 85 I 

L--------·-----.--.... _.- ____ .... , ... _ - .. -................ ----- ....... -. ---·--- ... ---- --·----- .. ---·-- _____ .J 

Table 17. Momentum and Energy Balances for Stax;, 1 of Plate 7. 

0'-
-.o 



Type of 
Star 

·--::-:~----::---=-=,-2.,..,-P,--r_on.,......g 3-F'rong 4-Prong 5-Prong 

1 Helium Oxygen 

70 

·all !Probably/! Probably runkilown 
I 

Number '-+·-~·1----1----+--+---+-~5 , 

of Stars 32 1 7 13 12 I 12 6 5 I 
i I I ···-- ----- -t ---l---- ·-+-------! 
, Averoge Hf I 
j ~~~gauss 4.7, 9.1 I 3.5 3.5 4.7j_ .3.8 

I rms Hf I -~--~- I ~·--+---I 
I ( 105 gauss! 

L 
I ::;;; I I I !. -1 I 
l corre- I 
1 sponding II,, I 

1
1 I 

1

j 

l to rms Hp 

L_'---~17 _L4~ ' 8 I ll I 15 I 10 

9.? 4.6 

4.0 

9 

Table 19. Mean e.nd RMS Values of Hf. 
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